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Expanse India Buildcon Pvt. Ltd is the name behind a number of

most advanced and prestigious construction projects. We take pride

in being the pioneers in the field of infrastructure and real estate.

The company enjoys a strong platform of project ...
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About Us

Expanse India Buildcon Pvt. Ltd is the name behind a number of most advanced and prestigious

construction projects. We take pride in being the pioneers in the field of infrastructure and real estate.

The company enjoys a strong platform of project reference and it has undertaken a number of

prestigious projects. Our greatest assets are the latest and innovative construction techniques which

enable us to take up complex projects. It has taken 35 years of hard work and dedication to build a

solid reputation for market excellence, drawing on a rich history and a strong heritage of quality,

stability and innovative leadership in the marketplace. Meticulous economical processes, shortened

project cycles and cost benefits make us one of the leading service providers in the industry. With a

view to forge in the development of innovative technologies productive to the construction sector, we

at Expanse India always surge ahead using inventive and intrinsic ideas making construction an

entirely mechanized and well organized process. Our construction activities are planned around

crafting a project-specific combination of engineering solutions and comprehensive working

experience that guarantees complete customer satisfaction and their maximum peace of mind. We

efficiently take utmost care to meet the specific demands of our clients and providing our clients with

highly advanced solutions to their most complex construction challenges, be it infrastructure, real

estate or...

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Real Estate / Builders / Contractors



CONTACT US

Expanse India Buildcon Pvt. Ltd.
Contact Person: Shanib 

606 Dampo Trade Center, Patto Plaza 
Panaji - 403001, Goa, India
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